The IMPACT Awards are designed to promote, recognize and reward excellence in contributions made to the Fulton Schools and the university, through innovative projects, mentoring, accomplishments in performance, personal achievements, advances in customer service, teamwork and exemplary leadership.

Use this worksheet to prepare your nomination and then submit it online at intheloop.engineering.asu.edu/awards.

Innovation Nomination
Innovatively solving a problem (thinking outside the box) through the implementation of novel (completely new process developed or major process revision) or incremental (significant revisions) changes to products and/or processes.

1) Who are you nominating? *

2) Describe the problem, solution and impact of the new process or product and whether your nominee was responsible for the entire solution or worked with others to accomplish this goal. *

3) Was the problem mainly impacting *
   o Unit/School
   o Fulton Schools
   o University

4) Which group of people was the problem mainly impacting *
   o K-12
   o Undergraduate Students
   o Graduate Students
   o Staff
   o Faculty

5) How much did the new process or product solve the problem? Rate between 1 (it made things better) and 5 (completely solved) *